National Finals of Code For Honor - Awards 2014

The Code for Honor 2014 finals are scheduled for 18th & 19th June 2014 in Bangalore. This is final stage of the competition, where the national finalists will compete to showcase a breakthrough software solution in their category.

A panel including illustrious personalities in the field of Information Technology will evaluate your final product and pick the winning solution for each award.

The finalists in the “Best Solution for Social Good using Open Government Data” category are:

- **Appface Technologies Pvt Ltd, Bangalore with “Mandi trades”** – a solution that aims to achieve direct selling of products between farmers and consumers.

- **Point 2 Point Solutions, Mumbai with “Let’s Carpool”** - a solution for eco-friendly users, which suggests carpool options based on a user’s travel trends and offers incentive options to promote carpooling.

- **Greeno Tech Solutions, Chennai with “Rainbow”** - an information exchange platform to assist farmers to make informed decisions through the entire life cycle of a crop through info sharing among farmers.